
DANCE TONIGHT [G]  (Paul McCartney – 2007) 

INTRO:-   G///   D///   G///   D///   C///   D///   G///   G///          4/4 Time 
  

[G] Everybody gonna [D] dance tonight, [G] Everybody gonna [D] feel alright 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
                   

[G] Everybody gonna [D] dance around, [G] Everybody gonna [D] hit the ground 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
                                    

 [Dm] Well you can come on to my place if you [G] want to                                   
 [Dm] You can do anything you want to [D] do-oo-ooo  
  

[G] Everybody gonna [D] dance tonight, [G] Everybody gonna [D] feel alright 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
 

[Whistle]  G///   D///   G///   D///   C///   D///   G///   G/// 
  
 [Dm] Well you can come on to my place if you [G] want to                                   
 [Dm] You can do anything you want to [D] do-oo-ooo  
   

[G] Everybody gonna [D] stamp their feet, [G] Everybody's gonna [D] feel the beat 
[C] Everybody wanna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
  

INST:-   C///, C///; Caug///, Caug///; Am///, Am///, Am///, Am/// 
              C///, C///; Caug///, Caug///; Am///, Am///, Am///, Am 
 

[G] Everybody gonna [D] dance tonight, [G] Everybody gonna [D] feel alright 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
 

[G] Everybody gonna [D] jump and shout, [G] Everybody gonna [D] sing it out 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
  

 [Dm] Well you can come on to my place if you [G] want to                                   
 [Dm] You can do anything you want to [D] do-oo-ooo  
 

[G] Everybody gonna [D] dance tonight, [G] Everybody gonna [D] feel alright 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
 

[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around, [C] Everybody gonna [D] hit the ground  
[C] Everybody gonna [D] dance around to-[G] night [G///] 
[C] Everybody gonna [D] feel alright to-[G] night [G] 
 
  Caug = C+                                                                                                                           
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